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Creative project write up: Sacred Journeys from the Centre

It is only the connection art makes between the rudely, beautifully material and the
for-want-of-a-better-word  meta-physical  or  transcendental  realm  of  excited
recognition...[   ]... that makes the spark jump the gap and enliven the soul

(Frick et al, 1988: 126)

The inspiration for my creative project came when Angela Voss introduced Ficino’s ‘Book of Life’

and the idea of creating an image of the cosmos to contemplate in your home. I had a powerful

reaction  and  decided  to  create  my  own  version:  In  his  third  book  of  life,  Ficino  draws  on

NeoPlatonic and Hermetic thought and writes about the animating properties of celestial objects

on earthly objects. Whilst my views of astrology differ from his, the idea that all matter and energy

are linked and influence one another aligns to my ontological position and spiritual framework.

Ficino is also very specific in his instructions on ‘how to construct a figure of the universe’ ( Kaske &

Clark, 1989: 123) and while I don’t follow his prescription, my project emulates his work: 

“Nor should one simply look at it but reflect upon it in the mind. In like manner, in the
very depth of  his  house,  he should construct a chamber,  vaulted and marked with
these figures and colors...[]... And when he has emerged from his house, he will not
note with so much attention the spectacle of individual  things as the figure of the
universe and its colors.” (ibid: 124).

The  project  aims  to  create  a  “home  installation”  which  is  set  aside  for  meditation  and

contemplation, filled with a series of paintings which evoke my representation of the cosmos, to

support  my  own  spiritual  grounding.  Rowson’s  descriptions  of  spirituality  help  guide  my

understanding here, suggesting that spirituality is “about our ‘ground’ in the world rather than our

‘place’ in the world” (2014: 7) which he unpacks to mean the promise of belonging, the awareness

of being, the path of becoming and the sense of beyondness (ibid: 8). Rowson then argues, “the

role of the spiritual is to challenge the significance of our ‘place’ in the world (our identity and

personality) and highlight the importance of our ‘ground’ (being human)” (ibid: 9). For me, getting

to  know  this  ‘ground’  means  exploring  the  sense  of  connection  between  ourselves  and  the

cosmos.
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I  believe  it  is  our  imaginative  capacity  to  envisage  such  connections  that  is  our  greatest  gift.

Whether that imagination is an organ of the soul, as asserted by Corbin (1972: 5); or as a way of

attending to the world, as described by McGilchrist (2019: 22), it is this imaginative capacity which

enables us to experience this sense of belonging, being, becoming and beyondness. Creating this

experience is central to my creative project.

The creative project is also a continuation of my spiritual practice, and the development of my

imaginative, or soul’s, engagement with the idea that I am deeply connected to the Universe: I am

seeking my ground and my sense of the beyond (Rowson, 2014: 8) through this work. As David

Fideler explains, “as modern cosmology forcefully suggests,  not only is the entire universe our

greater body, it is also the fabric of our very soul” (2014: 177).

Using my shamanic spiritual framework, I wanted to create a painting for each of the cardinal

directions as represented by the medicine wheel, expressing what stands for me in each. Luttichau

describe the medicine wheel as, “a circular symbol of the Universe, moving, changing, evolving in

the cosmic dance where everything is ultimately one and separation is an illusion. Behind this is

the spiritual force, or consciousness, that connects all  of life” (2017: 181). My teacher offers a

specific process for us to connect with whatever stands for us in each direction, so we build a very

personal,  direct  relationship  with  what  appears  there.  As  she  says,  “shamanism  is  about

connecting with every part of the living world, joining the flow of life so that we can be witness to

its greatness” (Scott, 2018). This witnessing speaks to me of forming a deep connection to the

cosmos, and my creative installation aims to provide a backdrop for developing such connection:

One which encompasses the whole, as opposed to individual things, as Ficino suggests. 

There are three elements that have inspired this creative project. First, through the journeying and

dreaming work I do, I have come into contact with what stands for me in the East, West, South and

tentatively with the North. I have therefore created four paintings for these cardinal points that

capture my spiritual exploration. These images will surround the onlooker, who places themselves

in the centre of the installation to inspire a contemplation with the ‘beyondness’. Second, I am

further motivated by several female artists inspired by their spiritual experiences. Artists who until
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recent times have been obscured from history: Hilma AF Klint, Emma Kunz, Georgiana Houghton

and Agnes Pelton, have been among those creators who I have discovered through the process of

dreaming  up  this  project  and through  some meaningful  coincidences  (Jung,  1960:  520).  I  am

inspired by how their spiritual processes, such channelling or healing, shaped their creative works.

The third element of my project is to come up with a way that a group can interact with the images

on  the  presentation  day  itself.  Given  that  my  intention  is  to  create  a  space  for  myself  to

contemplate questions on life, purpose and being, I wanted to offer this experience to others for

their own contemplation.

At the start, much of my project was speculation: the images, the installation, and the interaction. I

began by reviewing the images I had encountered when working with each direction. Some of my

journeys and dreams occurred five years ago and my understanding of them deepens over time. As

Hillman points out, “if we think back on any dream that has been important to us, as time passes

and the more we reflect on it, the more we discover in it” (1979: 200). One of the dilemmas I faced

was the ‘daimonic’ nature of these dreams or journeys. Harpur provides several definitions of the

term ‘daimonic’ that are relevant, including Plato’s view of the daimon as a lofty spirit guide (2003:

38).  I believe these “guides” are manifestations of consciousness which appear to us in ways in

which we are able to ‘see’ and interact with. My experiences are deeply personal and I prefer not

to share details of the guides and symbols that appeared to me here. Indeed Harpur comments on

the personal nature of such visions, explaining, “people by and large have little desire to speak

about their daimonic experiences, let alone prove them to others. They know instinctively that

they belong to a separate fragile reality which much be cherished in silence rather then blabbed

about” (2003; 38). I felt this from the beginning – a tension between how much to share of my

personal experiences, and how to use them as inspiration for my project. There is an intense love, I

would call it, for the experiences and the guides I meet in my journeys and dreams. As Hillman

describes,  “there is a loving in dream-work.  We sense that  dreams...[   ]...understand us more

deeply than we understand ourselves, expand our sensuousness and spirit, continually make up

new things to give us” (1979: 196). 
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I have previously written about my experiences of shamanic journeying in my essay on Divination,

which Madden summarises as: "most shamanic healers use the shamanic journey as their primary

form of divination" (2005: 67). In the case of the journeys relevant to this creative project, the

exploration was along the lines of 'What stands for me in the East/West/South?' and so on. What

follows belongs to the imaginal realm, as described by Corbin's as “is in touch with and translating

a higher dimension of reality” (Kripal, 2011: 82). These deeply moving, often surprising, heartfelt

experiences are something I  consider to be imaginal  and daimonic,  from both inside me, and

outside of me. 

There  were  multiple  experiences,  images  and  guides  coming  to  me  from  each  direction,  so

deciding what to represent in the paintings was a challenge. I wanted to get at what Mindell refers

to as ‘the essence’: being “like the earth that is always there for us, yet whose presence we do not

always pay attention to” (2005: 31), and goes on to offer names for this including spirit, oneness

and the transpersonal (ibid).  I usually paint intuitively and abstractly, playing with colour, shape

and texture until something engaging forms, and then I begin to make sense of it and refine it into

something meaningful. Here, I was asking myself to work differently. Not only to already have an

idea of the ‘theme’ for each canvas, but for each canvas to work with the other three, as part of an

installation – a project I had never tried before. The final challenge was that these images were

going to be public – people were going to see them! Another new experience for me. I wanted to

do all this while retaining some of the intuitive openness that usually characterises my painting

process, something akin to what Ostriker describes as:

“[B]orn of the spirit” means “inspired.” Same linguistic root, you notice. The -spir that
becomes spirit  and also flows into inspiration, respiration–there’s breath again.  The
breath of God blowing through you. The spirit of God blowing through you. Not I but
the wind. The release of the ego, the letting go...”                      

(Ostriker, 2012). 

These ambitions overwhelmed me. I found I was embarking on a phase of what Anderson refers to

as “auspicious bewilderment” (1998: 84), where “confusion takes us in unanticipated directions”

(ibid). So I tried another way in: I began to write a poem about the East. It was a way of describing

the essence of the experience without being literal and also a way to distil the energy of what I
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might eventually paint. I realise now that I was doing something Anderson includes as a research

method.  She  explains  that  “dreamwork,  drawing,  authentic  movement,  storytelling,  and other

expressions  of  the  imagination  may  bring  the  creative  nonrational  aspects  of  experience  into

synthesized  awareness”  (1998:  85).  Also,  in  a  discussion  on  art  as  spiritual  practice,  Knowles

acknowledges this process, “It's the pulse we set up to do the work. A still point is reached to do

from...[   ]...There are  many ways  to engage to find the point  but  any route  is  good enough.”

(Knowles et al, 2002: 20).

I regard this process as play, in the deepest sense of the word. Indeed Amy Mindell describes the

‘intentional field’ as being “the core or seed of the creative process process, the mother of all

things – an everflowing stream that can be stepped into at any time for creative inspiration” (2005:

15)  and offers many ways  of  working with this  creatively.  She asserts  that  “a most  important

metaskill  or feeling attitude when investigating the intentional field is that of play. Simply take

materials and begin to play with them, and see what emerges” (2005: 25). For me, the materials

that called most strongly to me to play with at this point were words.  And so four poems began to

emerge. 

Hillman’s assertion that “the depth of even the simplest image is truly fathomless” (1979: 200) also

reflects my process: I wanted to create images from dreams to represent the directions on the

medicine wheel, and I wanted those images to be open to interpretation and projection. I wanted

the images to be “flirtatious.” Mindell describes “flirts” as “the first way in which the Essence world

arises in our awareness, the first way that we experience the movement of the Intentional Field”

(2005: 23). This “flirt” opened the way for the paintings to work and I began to formulate ideas as

to how I and others might be invited to interact with the installation. As I struggled to create the

installation, my process was also being created!

Despite the uncertainty about the images themselves, I heeded Anderson’s warning of the dangers

of “thinking we know what are doing” (1998: 84) and managed to stay with the not knowing,

trusting that something would emerge. This led me to a period of what she terms ‘ indwelling’,
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“where everything may become raw material for scrutiny: relationships, dreams, bumper stickers,

newspaper articles, chance encounters, casual conversations, and synchronistic events” (1998: 84).

I began to explore the possibility of a crossover between this deeply personal project, and the

nature of creative thinking and problem solving – both subjects central to my work. This opened up

a whole new avenue of thought for me, where I could begin to explore how my experience on the

MA,  specifically  exploring  and  falling  in  love  with  two  key  concepts:  the  idea  of  the  human

imagination as an organ of the soul (Corbin,  1972: 5), and divination as a means of discovering

meaningful insights through revealing “what is hidden through irrational means” (Karcher, 1998:

215). Together, I realised these could inform not only the workings of my soul, but also the ways I

might  work  in  the  world  –  aligned  to  a  deeper  soul  calling.  Naydler  proposes  that  the

contemporary interest in divination “could be understood as the expression of the yearning to

reconnect with the dimensions of soul and spirit, which have been excluded from the modern

scientific worldview” (2009: 179). I would say this yearning is at the heart of this project.

East

The East was the first ‘gate’ I went through in my journeying, so I naturally started there. I knew it

would  be  a  simplistic  scene,  very  white,  and  possibly  geometric  in  some  way.  This  was  very

different  to  my  usual  style  but  it  was  informed by  the  images  I  saw  whilst  journeying.   Still

struggling with the overall composition I turned to A F Klint for ideas. Her process for the largely

abstract series called Paintings for the Temple involved a group of women who had a systematic

way of working together. “Each meeting started with a prayer, followed by a meditation, a Christian

sermon, and a review and analysis of a text from the New Testament” (Burgin, 2018: 14). Although

the content of the meetings were different, there was a resonance with the type of experience I

have in the dreaming group, in that there is a structure, meditations, journeys, and discussion. I

was interested in the idea that this structure allowed for her to ‘receive’ messages which she then

documented  in  sketchbooks  (ibid).  Similarly  I  have  recorded  all  my  journeys  with  notes  and

drawings and there was a joy in discovering an artist I admire doing this. This group structure then

led to a process which she describes as  “the pictures were painted directly through me, without

any preliminary drawings, and with great force. I had no idea what the paintings were supposed to

depict; nevertheless I worked swiftly and surely, without changing a single brush stroke” (Moderna

Moseet, 2019). I would like to say I worked surely and swiftly but that was not the case with this
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painting. Before I got to the more ‘open’ stage of painting, I was drawing designs which I noted

were similar to several of her paintings (figure 1).

Finally, I realised the East was a beginning point containing all potential and creativity and the most

logical thing to depict was a dot. So I started there. I had a sense of a rainbow representing all

possibilities and so I  worked with that,  overpainting and adding glimpses. The dot grew into a

golden sun, and the white background became the snowy landscape I had seen in my journey

(figure 2). The final piece is layered many times with different images hidden behind, which for me,

represents the potency of the spark of creation. There is a piece of writing in Klint’s notebook from

1903, which says;

“You are bewildered by what we have told you, but the phenomenon we are trying to
explain is truly bewildering. What is this phenomenon you ask? Well, beloved, it is that
which we want to call the secret growing” (Burgin, 2018: 29). 

This address reflects something of the nature of my experience. Something is being shared with

me, and I am trying to communicate something about that – albeit bewildering. And so the process

for this painting ended up being initiated by the images in the journey and their meaning as I

understood them, an investigation into ways of capturing the essence of that, through poetry and
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Figure 1

Group IX/SUW, The Swan, No 12         Group IX, UW, The Dove, No 14          Group X, No 3, Altarpiece
(Bashkoff, 2018: 146)           (Bashkoff, 2018: 159)     Bashkoff, 2018: 163)
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inspiration  from  Hilma  AF  Klint,  and  subsequent  rough  sketches  to  finally,  letting  go  of  any

preliminary designs and layering paint directly on the canvas itself,  until I  felt as though I  was

depicting something of the essence of the East.

West

The West came to mean embodiment and fertility for me. To represent this grounded physicality

meant bold fecund colours and botanical and biological elements. The red blood egg in the final

piece is directly from my journey, and somehow it was essential to incorporate, but meant I got

caught  up  initially  in  literal  compositions  depicting  the  actual  landscapes  I  visited.  Again  the

process included the writing of the poem to get at the essence of the West and the experience I

had had, and then a rejection of pre-planned designs. The painting had to feel alive, like it was

coming through me. I discovered Agnes Pelton’s work through a synchronicity: I was visiting an art

gallery to view Emma Kunz’s work, and in the bookshop was an alluring blue bound book, called

‘Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist’. Here it seemed was an invitation to meet another female

who,  at  least  from  the  book  title,  could  be  assumed  to  be  creating  art  inspired  by  spiritual

endeavours. I randomly opened the book to a page about a third of the way through (figure 3), and

read the words which were directly from her: 

“Perhaps the conscious life of trees speaks more clearly just before dark, as the flowers then
give out more perfume” (Armstrong, 2019: 64). 
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I  felt  an immediate connection to

her  words,  and  the  idea  of

consciousness  within  physical

matter was central to the West for

me. I flicked through the pages and

delighted at the organic forms and

deep colours she used in abstract

ways  and this,  somehow was  the

permission I needed to pursue the

painting of the West in an intuitive,

felt  way,  depicting  the  raw

physicality needed for that painting.  I feel the result is visceral, fecund and powerful which is true

to what it is trying to convey (figure 4).

South 

The South is about transformation and boundaries. I was clear from the start I wanted to convey

an image of an underwater environment with a golden portal – direct images from journeying.

Again, very different to what I normally paint, and so, following the journey images and the poem

writing, I turned to another artist for ideas. It was visiting Kunz’ work at the Serpentine gallery this
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spring that gave me the impetus to create this painting, which actually was the fastest to create.

Her work is bold and, to me, strikingly current (figure 5). 

According to Althaus, Kunz’s pieces are “highly complex geometrical works [which] are records of

natural  energy  flows”  (2018:  162).  The  nature  of  the  portal  in  my painting is  something  that

represents transformation from one state to another. The fact that Kunz “explored natural forces

and transformed damaging into healing energies” (ibid) seems to offer an opportunity to examine

how her art depicts or embodies this intention. I looked at many of her designs and further afield

at depictions of triangles and felt into which symbol would be most appropriate. Kunz’ process is

fascinating,  “using  a  pendulum...[   ]…she  concentrated  on  the  given  theme  and  scanned  the

drawing surface with her pendulum, holding the jade ball in her right hand” (Althaus, 2018: 164).

She used this as a nucleus and allowed the design to form in her inner eye (ibid). It was after the

image was finished that she then used it to “search for natural laws and spiritual connections”

(Althaus, 2018: 165).  This is similar to how I intend to work with the images I have created, and

different,  in that they are already infused with an image or  symbolic  expression of  a spiritual

journey I have previously made. The final piece is bold and simple (figure 6) but incorporates the

straight lines and geometric essence of Kunz’s work. It is interesting to me that this piece is about
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Figure 5

Photos taken at Serpentine Gallery 19 May 2019
Emma Kunz - Visionary Drawings An exhibition conceived with Christodoulos Panayiotou 
https://www.serpentinegalleries.org/exhibitions-events/emma-kunz-visionary-drawings-exhibition-conceived-
christodoulos-panayiotou 

https://www.serpentinegalleries.org/exhibitions-events/emma-kunz-visionary-drawings-exhibition-conceived-christodoulos-panayiotou
https://www.serpentinegalleries.org/exhibitions-events/emma-kunz-visionary-drawings-exhibition-conceived-christodoulos-panayiotou
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transformation and it was from Emma Kunz, whose work was all about transformation, that I got

the visual inspiration which allowed me to create it.

North 

I am less familiar with my relationship to this direction, and this manifested in the way I created

the painting. This is the place of the warrior, the guardian and the heart centre.  For me, it seems

to represent courage and vulnerability and the balance between the two states. The element is air

and the journey images I have had are of vast skies and webs of connection. These webs exist

behind this reality that we experience day to day. I left this painting until last as I felt so unsure

how to proceed. I didn’t have a clear image of something that needed to be included, perhaps

simply the idea of a web. After the poem, which helped me feel into the idea of walking the edge

between this and that,  between strength and exposure, vulnerability and strength, energy and

matter,  I  allowed  myself  to  feel  the  unknown  nature  of  this  place.  I  looked  to  the  work  of

Georgiana Houghton for inspiration because the images themselves seem full of webs of light and

connection (figure 7) and on some level felt close to what I was trying to allow forth. 
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As her style progressed, Houghton created a system of

‘sacred  symbolism’  shown  in  “complex  patterns  of

colours  without  any  apparent,  recognisable  object”

(Grant and Pasi, 2018: 16). Indeed her “drawings were

certainly supposed to be an illustration of the spiritual

world and a visual support for the teaching of spiritual

principles” (ibid). This image as resource has some link

to what I am attempting, but the strongest source of

excitement  is  her  visual  imagery  itself:  the  weaving

colours,  the sense of  movement and these web like

structures  connecting  everything.  So  I  set  about

creating  a  version  of  the  North  which  allowed  for

uncertainty  in  the layers  of  colours  I  added to the background,  and overlaid  with  a  web like

structure – the dotted silver spiral (figure 8). The contrast between the foreground and background

is my way of showing the edge between this and that.
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Figure 7

GLORY BE TO GOD, 5th July 1864
(Vegelin can Claerbergen et al, 2018: 63)
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Working with the installation

“All art may be said to enact a tripartite transcendental relationship—among ‘viewer,’
‘reality,’ and ‘art’” (Frick et al, 1988: 127).

With the images installed in each corresponding direction, the onlooker enters the space in the

centre and considers the images. The participant then settles into a relaxed state, and holds a

question lightly in their mind. They will then notice “flirts” in the images: a technique I have used

in group work and coaching before: noticing ‘nonverbal sensations’ and ‘visual flickers’ (Mindell,

2005: 23), and ask the flirt for advice or guidance. Depending on one’s ontological position, this

could be interpreted as divination, imagination or making meaning from random insights. I prefer

to let people decide on their own interpretation, and allow something to come that offers them an

insight,  or a piece of information to support their problem-solving. Indeed, as Kunz offered,  “a

finished picture contained statements on various levels and could also be used later to answer a

particular question. The drawings thus served as both a basis for discussions with people seeking

advice and as meditation templates” (Althaus, 2018: 165). In the exercise, people reported general

reactions, and after the session came to me individually and shared what they ‘saw’. The people in

the West invariably got 'advice' or intuitions to manifest their work in the world – to move from

theory to action – which speaks to the physicality and grounded nature of the West. Regarding the

North,  there  were a few reports  of  freedom from rebirth,  and stepping in  the unknown with

courage and something about ancestors. Regarding the South,  people talked about movement and

presence  –  being  present  but  moving  through –  and it  related  to  the idea of  the balance of

boundaries and no boundary.  And finally,  I  didn’t  get so much feedback for the East,  but one

incredibly creative and individual colleague said she was drawn immediately to a particular part of

that  painting,  which  for  me  represented  potential  and  creativity  so  I  felt  this  was  a  lovely

resonance.

To summarise the project, I would say the emergent quality is one of deepening faith. Faith in

showing my work publicly, faith in the process of divination as a way of working with personal

questions, and faith in my own process of deepening my connection to the ‘map’ of the cosmos

within which I work on a spiritual level. Ficino’s call to create an image of the cosmos set me off on

a journey which deepened my sense of my ground – of being, belonging, becoming and beyond
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(Rowson, 2014: 8). The creative process itself was an exercise in holding lightly to an outcome

whilst letting go of the process and following the unknown – an act of faith perhaps. The process of

creating the images, writing the poems and designing the workshop activity helped me to engage

deeply with what I believe in. 

The results of the creative project are not just the paintings themselves, but the way in which

people are invited to engage with the images. As Althaus describes of Emma Kunz: “it was not her

intention to create art; the drawings were a means to an end, served as orientation, and are a

visual expression of a philosophy of life” (2018: 162). Going forward, the wider application for me

is to look further at ways of working with groups of people and images, in order to explore the

many questions that we as individuals hold. As the artist Holmer explains, his work “is a way of

asking and answering complex questions too difficult to articulate in words or in any other way. It is

through the making of concrete things that I can begin to understand my own beliefs” (Frick et al,

1988: 140). 

4,396 words
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